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APPLICANTS' ANSWERS TO CFUR'S
SIXTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES;
AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

Pursuant to 30 C.F.R. 52.740b, Texas Utilities Gener-.

a ti ng Co . , e t 221. (" Applicants"), hereby submit answers to

"CFUR'3 Sixth Set of Interrogatories to Applicants," filed

July 10, 1981. Applicants will respond to CFUR's request

to produce pursuant to and on the schedule provided for in

10 C.F.R. S2.741'd). Also, pursuant to the Board's direc-

tive in its July 23, 1981 Memorandum and Order, Applicants

include below a motion . grotective order with respect

t) those interrogatories to which the Applicants object.

I. Scope of Interrogatories

As with CPUR's previous sets of interrogatories, CFUR

does not specify the contantions at which each of the inter-

rogatories in this sixth set is directed.- It appears to the

Applicants that all of those interrogatories are directed

solely at Contention 3. Accordingly, Applicants' responses
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are predicated on the assumption that the interrogatories

are concerned with Contention 3, which reads as follows:

Contention 3. The computer codes
used in the CPSES/FSAR must be test-
ed and, if necessary, modified to
accept the parameters reflecting
the sequence of events at Three Mile
Island and then to realistically
predict plant behavior.

II. Applicants' Answers to CPUR's Interrogatories

Applicants set forth below their answers and c' jections

to CFUR's sixth set of interrogatories. Applicants miso

move the Board, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S2.740(c), to issue ai

protective order with respect to those interrogatories for=

which the Applicants have filed objections. Applicants' motion for

a protective order is set forth in Section III, below.

A. Objection to CTUR's Interpretation of the
Scope of Contention 3.

Applicants object to the interrogatories in CFUR's sixth
set to the extent 'they seek information regarding accident
analyses listed in " Exhibit A" to CFUR's interrogatories
that are not relevant to the " sequence of events at TMI."
Contention 3 is concerned solely with whether computer
codes used in the FSAR adequately reflect the particular
TMI sequence of events. However, CFUR has for the most
part simply listed in Exhibit A the accident sequences
identified in the table of contents of Chapter 15 of the
Comanche Peak FSAR, most of which do not relate to or
reproduce the TMI scenario. Thus, those unrelated acci-
dent sequences are not relevant to Contention 3.

Applicants discuss in detail their position on the scopei

I of Contention 3 in " Applicants' Answers to CFUR's Motions
(1) to Compel Responsive Answers to CFUR's Fotw*.h Set
of Interrogatories and (2) to Find Applicants Default
and Request for Oral Argument," served July 6, 981.
Accordingly, Applicants also rely on the aiscussion in
that pleading as setting forth their position on the

| scope of Contention 3.'
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The TMI event began with a loss of feedwater which resulted
in a PORV sticking open. If the. loss of feedwater transient
had continued, it would have been modelled most directly by
accident sequence AI, " loss of feedwater." However, feed-
water was restored at TMI about eight minutes af ter its
loss. The sequence of events which followed, which was the
controlling sequence of events at TMI, was the equivalent
of a small-break loss of coolant accident ("SB LOCA") con-

| sisting of a stuck open PORV. In Exhibit A, this event se-
; quence is most similar to accident sequence Y, "the inad-
| vertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve,"
| which is a SB LOCA through the top of the pressurizer. Ac-
'

cordingly, Applicants' responses to CFUR's interrogatories
are based upon the Applicants' SB LOCA analysis.

B. Answers to Interrogatories.
i

| 1.a.-d. In addition to the objection discussed in Section
II.A., supra, Applicants object on other grounds to

; Interrogatories 1.a.-d. as seeking information
irrelevant to Contention 3. These interrogatories=

I are directed at particular " mathematical relation-
ships" used in Applicants' accident sequencet

| analyses and the values of certain " parameters" and
" variables" in those mathematical relationships.

j Such inquiries concern the detailed formulas upon
' which Applicants' accident sequence analyses rely

in performing mathematical calculations. Conten-
tion 3, on the other hand, is concerned with the
separate topics of the results of those analyses,
whether they " realistically predict plant behavior"
and whether they consider certain failure mechan-
isms which CFUR describes as " parameters." Such
matters are beyond the scope of Contention 3.

Nevertheless, in the interest of expediting the
discovery process and of providing information
concerning the use of computer codes in thet

Applicants' FSAR to evaluate accident sequences,
Applicants provide the following responses to

| Interrogatories 1 a.-d.

1.a. The mathematical model used to evaluate SB
LOCA's is referrenced in the FSAR. See

. Chapter 15, Section 15.6.5. The refer-
ences cited therein describe the mathematical
relationships used to evaluate.SB LOCA's.

!

!
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1.b. These values are discussed in the referenced
model referred to in the response to Interro-
gatory 1.a.

l.c. See response to Interrogatory 1.b.

1.d. These values are found in the sections of the
FSAR describing the particular system or com-
ponents that are modelled by the accident anal-

~

yses.

l.e. Automatic protective actions and safety system
setting 5 are described in Cha'pter 15 of the FSAR for
SB LOCA's.

1.f. No non-automatic protective actions are assumed to
take place.

l.g. Applicants object to this interrogatory as being in-
sufficiently specific to frame a response and as.

requiring conjecture and speculation. CFUR has
raised Contention 3 which CFUR has indicated is con-
cerned with whether Applicants' computer codes
adequately reflect operator and maintenance actions
in accident analyses. Applicants have explained to

I CFUR how those computer codes consider human error.
| See " Applicants' Answers to CFUR's Fourth Set of
| Interrogatories," June 1, 1981 at pp. 3-4. Appli-
| cants are not required to specify CFUR's concerns

for it.'

2-5. Applicants object to these interrogatories to the
extent they concern accident sequence analyses not
relevant to the sequence of events at TMI, for the
reasons set forth in Section II.A., supra. To the
extent these interrogatories are relevant to Conten-
tion 3, Applicants respond, as follows:|

1

, There is no consensus within the nuclear industry
I regarding " state-of-the-art" evaluation models.

Thus, it is not possible to identify particular
models as state-of-the-art as requested by this

,

interrogatory. Applicants would note, nowever, that!

state-of-the-art models historically have implied
the most realistic models available. 10 C.F.R. Part

, 50, Appendix K, requires some models used in LOCA
| evaluations to be bounding while other models are to
; be more realistic. For other models, Appendix K

does not specify'the type of model to be used in
| LOCA evaluations. The Applicants' computer codes
|

|
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are developed to insure a margin of safety accepted
by the NRC. Other codes have shown comparable
results in predicting SB LOCA experimental results.

6. Applicants object to this interrogatory to the
extent it concerns accident sequence analyses which
are irrelevant to Contention 3, for the reasons set
forth in in Section II.A., supra. To the extent
this interrogatory is relevant to Contention 3,
Applicants respond as follows:

a. Sensitivity studies for SB LOCA's have been
performed for various break sizes in the top
of the pressurizer. The SB LOCA sizes corre-
spond to flow areas of one PORV, three PORV's,
two safety valves stuck open and three safety
valves stuck open.

b. As discussed in the documents to be provided in
response to Interrogatory 6.c., no core un-
covery results from SB LOCA's in the top of the=

pressurizer with the size of the flow area of
one PORV, three PORV's, two safety valves or
three safety valves.

c. Applicants will respond to this request for
production of documents, and provide documents
which reflect the sensitivity studies and
margins of safety discussed in the responses to
Interrogatories 6.a. and b., pursuant to and on
the schedule provided in 10 C.F.R. S2.741(d).

7. Applicants object to this interrogatory to the
extent it concerns accident sequence analyses which
are irrelevant to Contention 3, for the reasons set
forth in Section II.A., supra. To the extent this
interrogatory concerns accident sequences which are
relevant to Contention 3, Applicants respond, as
follows:

Control rods are assumed to be fully withdrawn
at transient initiation for all SB LOCA's.

8. Not applicable.

9. Applicants object to this interrogatory to the
extent it concerns accident sequence analyses which
are irrelevant to Contention 3, for the reasons set

- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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forth in Applicants general objection in Section II.A.,
supra. To the extent this interrogatory concerns
accident sequences 'abich are relevant to Contention 3,
Applicants respond, as follows:

Limiting case power distributions are obtained with
the control rods withdrawn for SB LOCA's.

10. See response to Interrogatory 9.

11. Applicants object to this interrogatory to the extent
it concerns accident sequence analyses which are ir-
relevant to Contention 3, for the reasons set forth in
Section II. A., supra. To the extent this interroga-
tory concerns accident sequences which are relevant
to Contention 3, Applicants respond, as follows:

For SB LOCA's, the control rods are assumed to be
moving during the accident, as described in the
response to Interrogatory 12.

.

12. Applicants object to this interrogatory to the
extent it concerns accident sequence analyses which
are irrelevant to Contention 3, for the reasons set
forth in Section II. A., supra. To the extent this
interrogatory concerns accident sequences which are
relevant to Contention 3, Applicants respond, as
follows:

In SB LOCA analyses, the control rods are assumed
to fall into the core upon receipt of the reactor
trip signal by the control rod drive mechanisms.

i 13. Not applicable in that Applicants' response to
| Interrogatory 12 addresses the accident analyses
t which are relevant to Contention 3. See Sec-

tion II.A., supra.

14. Not applicable.i

|

15. The Applicants are not seeking a license for
the use of mixed-oxide fuels at Comanche Peak.

16.-18. See response to Interrogatory 15.

.
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III. Applicants' Motion For Protective Order

Pursuant to 10 C..?.R. S2.740(c), and in accordance with

the Board's directive regarding discovery in its July 23,

1981 Memorandum and Order, at p. 10, Applicants hereby move the

Board for a protective order with respect to the interrogatories

in CFUR's sixth set to which Applicants have objected. For the

reasons set forth below, the Applicants move the Board to order

that the scope of discovery sought by CFUR in those interroga-

tories is unduly broad and that those interrogatories are ir-

relevant to Contention 3.

'
A. Scope of Contention 3.

Applicants object to CFUR's interpretation of the scope of

Contention 3 to the extent CFUR would beve Applicants respond

to discovery requests which concern eacn of the accident

sequences listed in Exhibit A to CFUR's sixth set of interroga-

tories which are irrelevant to Contention 3. This objection

relates to portions of Interrogatories 1-14. Discovery requests

must be relevant to the subject matter of the proceeding which

.has been identified by the licensing board following a prehear-

ing conference. 10 C.F.R. S2.740(b)(1); see Pennsylvania Power

and Light Co., (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-613, 12 NRC 317, 330 (1980). As Applicants have noted

previously, Contention 3 is concerned. sole]y with the sequence

of events which occerred at TMI. See Applicants' July 6, 1981

Answers to CFUR's motions. Applicants will not repeat that
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discussion here, but invite the attention of the Board to it in

support of the Applicants' instant motion. .Accordingly,

Applicants move the Board to order that the reque'sted discovery

on Contention 3 with respect to accident suequences other than

as discussed in Section II.A., supra, is impermissable.

| B. Interrogatories 1.a.-d.

! Applicants also object to Interrogatories 1.a. through 1.d.

on the grounds that they are seeking information which is

irrelevant to Contention 3. These interrogatories request the

particular " mathematical relationships" used in the Applicants'

' accident sequence analyses, and the "value(s)" of certain
,

|

| " parameters," and " variables", used in those mathematical

relationships. Such information concerns the detailed mechan-

isms and calculations by which Applicants perform accidentt

analyses. On the other hand, Contention 3 is directed at the

results of Applicants' analyses (whether they realistically

predict plant. behavior) and whether particular failures (which

CFUR describes as " parameters", e.g., operator error) are

considered in those analyses. Contention 3 does not take issue

with the details of calculations for Applicants' accident

analyses. Accordingly, Applicants move the Board to order that

Interrogatories 1.a.-1.d inquire of matters irrelevant to

Contention 3 and need not be responded to by Applicants.
,

t

I
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C. Interrogatory 1.g.

This interrogatory requests that Applicants " describe in

detail all feasible but improbable actions . . . assumed not to

occur which have possible safety 3_gnificance." This interroga-

tory is not sufficiently specific or limited in scope to enable

Applicants to frame an answer. In addition the interrogatory

calls for speculation and conjecture as to any possible actions

which could have safety significance. Interrogatories which

are overly broad and call for speculation and conjecture are
:

not proper uses of the discovery process in a proceeding of
|

this kind. See e.g., Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Gener-*

ating Station, Unit 2), LBP-75-42, 1 NRC 159, 168-70 (1975).

Accordingly, Applicants move the Board to order that Interrog-

atory 1.g is too vague and need not be responded to by Appli-

| cants.
!
! Respec y bmitted,

.

(;'

Nichol''s { Reynolds

0h
William A. Horin

| DEBEVOISE & LIBERMAN
I 1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.

Washington ^, D.C. 20036
(202) 857-9817

Counsel for Applicants

July 29, 1981

i
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STATE OF TEXAS )
)

COUNTY OF. DALLAS }

Homer C. Schmidt, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is Manager, Nuclear Services, Texas Utilities

Services, Inc., and knows the contents of the foregoing

Apolicants' Answer to CFUR's 6th Set of Interrogatories;

that the same is true of his own knowledge except as to matters

therein stated on information and belief, and as to that, he

believes them to be true.

'
-

1

SWORN to and subscribed
before me on this 29th
day of July, 1981

04A?L -

Notary P6blic' '

,

Ny Commission Expires:

(9 - / 2 5 ~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING 30ARD

In the Matter of )
)

TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING ) Docket Nos. 50-445
COMPANY, _e t _a l . ) 50-446

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric ) (Application for
Station, Units 1 and 2) ) Operating License)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing " Applicants'
Answers To CFUR's Sixth Set of Interrogatories; And Motion

i

For Protective Order," in the above-captioned matter were
served upon the following persons by deposit in the United*

States mail, first class postage prepaid this 29th day of
July 1981:

Marshall E. Miller, Esq. Chairman, Atomic Safety and
Chairman, Atomic Safety Licensing Appeal Panel

and Licensing Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Commission Washington, D.C. 20555
Washington, D.C. 20555

Marjorie Ulman Rothchild, Esq.
Dr. Forrest J. Remick, Member Office of the Executive

! Atomic Safety and Licensing Legal Director
l Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

305 E. Hamilton Avenue Commission
| State College, Pennsylvania 16801 Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Richard Cole , Member David J. Preister, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Assistant Attorney General

Board Environmental Protection
U. S. Nuclear Regulat0ry Division

Commission P.O. Box 12548
Washington, D.C. 20555 Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711
Chairman, Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board Panel Mr. Richard L. Fouke
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CFUR

Commission 1668B Carter Drive
Washington, D.C. 20555 Arlington, Texas 76010
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Arch C. McColl, III, Esq. Mrs. Juanita Ellis
701 Commerce Street President, CASE
Suite 302 1426 South Polk Street
Dallas, Texas 75202 Dallas, Texas 75224

Jeffery L. Hart, Esq. Mr. Chase R. Stephens
4021 Prescott Avenue Docketing & Service Branch
Dallas, Texas 75219 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.

;

'

E a. A
'

William A. Horin

<

cc: Holitr C. Schmidt
Spencer C. Relyea, Esq.

i
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